In the past years, thanks to graph matrices, many concepts defined for graphs have been extended to the more general level of signed graphs. Spectral graph theory has provided reasonable and useful definitions of operators on signed graphs, as the signed line graph. In this paper, we use the latter concept to extend another operator to the realm of signed graphs, that is the signed total graph. We define the signed total graph and we show that its definition is stable under switching equivalence. Furthermore, we consider the balance, the frustration index/number, and the largest eigenvalue of such compound signed graph. In regular case, we compute the spectrum, the energy, the spectra of certain compositions, and determine some with exactly 2 main eigenvalues.
Introduction
A signed graphĠ is a pair (G, σ), where G = (V, E) is an (unsigned) graph, called the underlying graph, and σ : E −→ {−1, +1} is the sign function. The edge set of a signed graph is composed of subsets of positive and negative edges. Throughout the paper we interpret an (unsigned) graph as a signed graph with all the edges being positive (the all-positive signature). In addition, many familiar notions related to unsigned graphs directly extend to signed graphs. For example, the degree d v of a vertex v inĠ is simply its degree in G. On the other hand, we get notation that is exclusive of signed graphs, such as the sign of a cycle, namely the product of its edge signs. A signed graph or its subgraph is called balanced if every cycle in it is positive. Notably, a signed graph is balanced if and only if it is switching equivalent to its underlying graph [15] . For basic notions and notation on signed graphs not given here we refer the reader to Zaslavsky's [14, 15] .
The adjacency matrix AĠ ofĠ is obtained from the standard (0, 1)-adjacency matrix of G by reversing the sign of all 1's which correspond to negative edges. The eigenvalues ofĠ are identified to be the eigenvalues of AĠ; they form the spectrum ofĠ. The Laplacian matrix ofĠ is defined by LĠ = D G − AĠ, where D G is the diagonal matrix of vertex degrees. Similarly, the Laplacian eigenvalues ofĠ are the eigenvalues of LĠ.
The signed graphsĠ andḢ are said to be switching equivalent if there exists a diagonal matrix S of ±1's, often called the state matrix, such that AḢ = S −1 AĠS. In the latter case, we say that the corresponding signatures are equivalent and that the corresponding matrices are switching similar. Similarly, we say that the signed graphsĠ andḢ are switching isomorphic there exists a permutation (0, 1)-matrix P such that AḢ = S −1 (P −1 AĠP )S.
Evidently, switching equivalence preserves the eigenvalues of AĠ and LĠ, and it also preserves the sign of cycles, so that switching equivalent signed graphs share the same set of positive (and negative) cycles. For the above reasons, when we consider a signed graphĠ, from a spectral perspective, we are considering its switching isomorphism class [Ġ], and we focus our attention to the properties ofĠ which are invariant under both permutation and switching similarity.
For a signed graphĠ, we introduce the vertex-edge orientation η : V (Ġ)×E(Ġ) −→ {1, 0, −1} formed by obeying the following rules:
In fact, each edge gets two orientations, so η is also called a bi-orientation. The (vertex-edge) incidence matrix B η is the matrix whose rows and columns are indexed by V (Ġ) and E(Ġ) respectively, such that its (i, e)-entry is equal to η(i, e). A bi-directed graph, or oriented signed graph,Ġ η consists of the signed graphĠ together with the bi-orientation η, and so it is the ordered pair (Ġ, η). In fact, each edge can be oriented in two different ways, hence from a signed graphĠ we get many (equivalent) bi-directed graphs, but each of them leads to the same signed graphĠ.
The following relation, valid also in the case that multiple edges exist, is well-known:
where L(Ġ η ) is taken to be the signed line graph ofĠ η (see [2, 10] ). Note that, despite the signed line graph L(Ġ η ) depends on the bi-orientation η taken fromĠ, by considering a different biorientation η ofĠ we get that L(Ġ η ) and L(Ġ η ) are switching equivalent (cf. [2] ), and therefore we have a unique, up to switching equivalence, L(Ġ) of a signed (root) graphĠ. Furthermore, ifĠ is totally disconnected (i.e., without edges), its signed line graph is empty; hence, without vertices. Note that, regardless of the bi-orientation chosen, we have B η B η = L (G,σ) = LĠ. In Fig. 1 we illustrate an example of a signed graph, a derived bi-directed graph and the subsequent signed line graph. We remark that the concept of signed line graphs does not exactly generalize the concept of line graphs, because the usual (unsigned) line graph (with all positive edges, or equivalent) is obtained if and only ifĠ has the all-negative, or equivalent, signature. The latter fact is proved in the following lemma, which will be useful in the sequel. Proof. Observe that L(Ġ) has three types of cycles: (i) those that arise from the cycles ofĠ, (ii) those that arise from induced stars inĠ (forming cliques), (iii) those obtained by combining the types (i) and (ii).
The cyclesĊ k of type (i), originating from cycles ofĠ, get the sign (−1) n σ(Ċ k ). IfĠ = (G, −), then for each cycleĊ k ofĠ we have σ(Ċ k ) = (−1) k . Hence, they are transformed in positive cycles of L(Ġ) if and only ifĠ = (G, −).
Consider now the cycles of type (ii). The cliques (K n , σ) of L(Ġ), originating from induced K 1,n ofĠ, are switching equivalent to (K n , +). To see the latter, without loss of generality, one can chose the bi-orientation of K 1,n for which the vertex-edge incidence at the center of the star is positive (the arrow is inward directed), so the obtained clique is indeed (K n , +). These cycles are always positive, regardless of the signature ofĠ.
Finally, for the cycles of type (iii), we know from the theory of biased graphs [13] Recall (say, from [7, p. 64] ) that, for a given graph G, the total graph T (G) is the graph obtained by combining the adjacency matrix of a graph with the adjacency matrix of its line graph and its vertex-edge incidence matrix. Precisely, the adjacency matrix of T (G) is given by
where L(G) denotes the line graph of G. Is it possible to have an analogous concept for signed graphs? (this problem is also described in [3] ) In principle, it is possible, however such definition should be stable under bi-orientation and switching equivalence. We say that the signed total graph ofĠ η is defined to be the signed graph determined by
In the sequel, we show that the above definition, regardless ofĠ ∈ [Ġ] and of its chosen bi-orientation η, gives rise to the same signed graph up to switching equivalence. Hence the corresponding signed graph is denoted by T (Ġ) and called the signed total graph ofĠ.
Our results are announced in the Abstract. General ones are presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we consider regular underlying graphs and, similarly to what is known for unsigned graphs [7] , we give the eigenvalues of signed total graphs by means of the eigenvalues of its root signed graph.
General results
We first show that definition of signed total graph is stable under bi-orientation and switching equivalence.
Lemma 2.1. LetĠ = (G, σ) be a signed graph and η, η two bi-orientations of σ. Then T (Ġ η ) and T (Ġ η ) are switching equivalent.
Proof. Let G = (V, E), where |V | = n and |E| = m. Suppose that η and η have different biorientation on some set F ⊆ E, and let B η and B η be the corresponding vertex-edge incidence matrices, respectively. Let S = (s ij ) be the m × m diagonal matrix such that s ii = −1 if e i ∈ F and s ii = 1, otherwise. Then it is not difficult to see that
Therefore,
This completes the proof.
Next, we prove that switching equivalent signed graphs produce switching equivalent signed total graphs. Lemma 2.2. IfĠ andḢ are switching equivalent, then T (Ġ) and T (Ḣ) are switching equivalent, as well.
Proof. SinceĠ andḢ are switching equivalent, it holds AḢ = S −1 AĠS, for some state matrix S defined in the previous section. Observe that if B = B η is a vertex-edge incidence matrix ofĠ, then B = SB η is a vertex-edge incidence matrix ofḢ. Additionally, in view of (1), we have
Therefore, (forḢ) we have
Hence, T (Ġ) is switching equivalent to T (Ḣ), and we are done.
In view of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we can give the following definition.
Definition 2.1. LetĠ be a signed graph and η some bi-orientation ofĠ. The signed total graph T (Ġ) is the signed graph whose adjacency matrix is
.
Remark 2.3.
A careful reader has probably noticed that the state matrix in Lemma 2.1 is the one realizing the switching equivalence among the signed line graphs, while the state matrix in Lemma 2.2 is the one realizing the switching equivalence among the signed root graphs. In general, if we have two switching equivalent signed total graphs, then the state matrix will be obtained by combining the state matrices of the corresponding roots and signed line graphs.
Remark 2.4. Clearly, the definition of signed total graph is not a generalization of the definition of total graph of an (unsigned) graph. In fact, by considering the signed total graph of an all-positive signed graph, the obtained signed graph has not an all-positive signature, as the definition of total graph instead implies. The motivation should be clear -we are interested in providing a definition that is invariant under permutation and switching similarity, rather than by just permutation similarity.
In the remainder of this section, we study some structural and spectral properties of T (Ġ). We begin by computing the number of triangles of T (Ġ).
Proof. Every triangle of T (Ġ) is one of the following 4 types:
(1) belongs toĠ, (3) arises from a pair of adjacent edges ofĠ, and so their number is
Every triangle of type (4) arises from an edge ofĠ, summing up their number to m. Altogether, the number of triangles is
Moreover, we can decide which triangles are negative.
Corollary 2.6. Under notation of Theorem 2.5, there are exactly t + m negative triangles in T (Ġ).
Proof. Observe that a triangle of L(Ġ) that arises form a (rooted) triangle ofĠ is positive if and only if the rooted one is negative. Thus, the t triangles ofĠ produce the t negative triangles of T (Ġ). Next, a triangle of type (4) (of the proof of Theorem 2.5) is never positive. Indeed, if its edge which belongs toĠ is positive (resp. negative), then the corresponding entries of a vertex-edge incidence matrix differs (resp. are equal). Consequently, such a triangle contains an odd number of negative edges, so is negative. Thus, the m edges ofĠ produce the m negative triangles of T (Ġ).
In a very similar way, we deduce that every triangle of type (3) is positive, and the result follows.
The frustration index (resp. the frustration number ν) of a signed graph is the minimum number of edges (resp. vertices) whose removal results in a balanced signed graph.
The balance is a fundamental concept of signed graphs -for more details one can consult [14] , while the frustration index and the frustration number are among the most investigated signed invariants. Similarly, the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix is (probably) the most investigated spectral invariant of (signed) graphs. In the following theorem we consider all of them in the context of signed total graphs. Recall that a vertex cover of a (signed) graph is the set of vertices such that every edge has at least one end in the cover. (ii) Observe that the m triangles of type (4) (which are negative) of the proof of Theorem 2.5 are independent in sense that no two of them share the same edge. Therefore, to eliminate each of the latter negative triangles it is necessary to delete m edges (for example, the edges ofĠ). Hence we have the inequality. For the equality, recall that, by Lemma 1.1,Ġ = (G, −) implies that L(Ġ) is balanced. Thus, the unique negative triangles in T (Ġ) are the triangles of type (4), and evidently (T (Ġ)) = m. Conversely, if L(Ġ) is unbalanced, then (T (Ġ)) > m because we get, in addition to the m triangles of type (4), also some negative cycle in L(Ġ), and equality cannot be attained.
(iii) The proof is very similar to that of (ii). The difference is that in order to eliminate the negative triangles of type (4), in view of deleting the edges ofĠ, we can just delete a minimum vertex cover ofĠ and obtain the same effect.
(iv) Note that, unlessĠ is totally disconnected, every vertex of T (Ġ) belongs to at least one negative triangle -this triangle is again of type (4). Accordingly, the result follows by the inequality of [12] :
where t − stands for the number of negative triangles passing through a vertex i.
Signed total graphs of regular signed graphs
A signed graphĠ = (G, σ) is said to be r-regular if its underlying graph G is an r-regular graph. ForĠ regular, we compute the spectrum of T (Ġ).
Theorem 3.1. IfĠ is an r-regular (r ≥ 2) signed graph with n vertices and eigenvalues λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n , then the eigenvalues of T (Ġ) are −2 with multiplicity ( r 2 − 1)n and
Proof. The proof is similar to the Cvetković's proof of the theorem concerning the total graphs of regular (unsigned) graphs [7, Theorem 2.19 ]. Due to the inconsistency between the concepts of line graphs and signed line graphs, our proof differs at some points including the final result. For B = B η , the characteristic polynomial of T (Ġ) is given by
Multiplying the first row of the block determinant by −B and adding to the second, and then multiplying the second by 1 x+2 B and adding to the first one, we get
Further, we compute
Since the roots of x 2 +(2−r)x−λ 2 i +(r−1)λ i −r = 0 are given by
Analysing the function f (x) = (r − 2x) 2 + 4(x + 1), we get that it is decreasing for x ≤ r−1 2 and increasing for x ≥ r−1 2 . As the spectrum ofĠ lies in [−r, r], it also follows that f (λ n ) ≥ f (λ 1 ), with equality only for (λ 1 , λ n ) = (r, −1), i.e., ifĠ switches to the complete graph. Moreover, it holds 1 2 (r − 2 − f (λ n )) ≤ −2, with equality only for λ n = −1. Therefore, the entire spectrum of T (Ġ) lies in [
The energy of a (signed) graph is the sum of the absolute values of its eigenvalues. In view of this definition, we have the following corollary. Proof. The quantity n(r − 2) comes from | − 2|( r 2 − 1)n, while the quantity in the sum is a consequence of (r − 2λ i ) 2 + 4(λ i + 1) > r − 2.
Remark 3.3. Inspired by definition of a signed total graph and Theorem 3.1, we introduce the following hybrid matrix associated with T (Ġ):
So, H T (Ġ) is obtained from the adjacency matrix A T (Ġ) by replacing AĠ with LĠ in the top-left block. Since the characteristic polynomial of H T (Ġ) is given by
we may express its eigenvalues in terms of the Laplacian eigenvalues µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ n ofĠ in the general case (so, without imposing regularity onĠ). Indeed, with slight modifications in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we arrive at the eigenvalue −2, with multiplicity m − n (m being the number of edges ofĠ), and
In what follows we compute the spectrum of a specified polynomial constructed on the basis of the signed total graphs of regular signed graphs. Some definitions and notation are needed.
The Cartesian product of the signed graphsĠ 1 = (G 1 , σ 1 ) andĠ 2 = (G 2 , σ 2 ) is determined in the following way: (1) Its underlying graph is the Cartesian product of the underlying graphs G 1 and G 2 ; we believe that the reader is familiar with this product, but for the sake of completeness, its vertex set is V (G 1 ) × V (G 2 ), and the vertices (u 1 , u 2 ) and (v 1 , v 2 ) are adjacent if and only if either u 1 = v 1 and u 2 is adjacent to v 2 in G 2 or u 2 = v 2 and u 1 is adjacent to v 1 in G 1 . (2) The sign function is defined by
For the real multisets S 1 and S 2 , we denote by S 1 + S 2 the multiset containing all possible sums of elements of S 1 and S 2 (taken with their repetition). Specially, if S 2 consists of the additive identity repeated i times, then the previous sum is denoted S i 1 . Let further S(Ġ) denote the spectrum ofĠ.
Inspired by [5, 6] , we consider the polynomial p(Ġ) = k i=0 c iĠ i , where c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c k are non-negative integers (c k = 0),Ġ is a regular signed graph with a fixed bi-orientation,Ġ i is the ith power ofĠ with respect to the total graph operation (withĠ 0 = K 1 ), c iĠ i denotes the c i copies ofĠ i , and the sum of signed graphs is their Cartesian product. We remark that, in various (signed) graph compositions, the power of a graph is defined with respect to some graph operation (like in our case), while the sum of graphs is identified to be the Cartesian product; for this reason, the Cartesian product is also called the sum (as in the classical literature [4, 7, 8] ). Theorem 3.4. For an r-regular (r ≥ 2) signed graphĠ with n vertices,
where, for i ≥ 2, S(Ġ i ) is comprised of −2 with multiplicity (
along with
• r i = 2 i−1 r, n 1 = n and n i = n i j=2 (2 j−3 r + 1), and
n i−1 being the eigenvalues ofĠ i−1 .
Proof. Since, for a non-negative integer c, S(cĠ) = S(Ġ) c and S(Ġ 1 +Ġ 2 ) = S(Ġ 1 ) + S(Ġ 2 ) (for the latter, see [9] ), we arrive at (3), and thus it remains to compute S(Ġ i ). The case i ≤ 1 is clear and it is also clear that, for i ≥ 2, S(Ġ i ) is as in the theorem, where r i−1 and n i−1 are the vertex degree and the number of vertices ofĠ i−1 . By definition of a total graph, we have r i = 2r i−1 , along with r 1 = r, which leads to r i = 2 i−1 r.
By the same definition, we also have n i = n Prior to the last theorem, for r = 0, the resulting spectrum is trivial. For r = 1, S(Ġ 2 ) is computed directly, not as in the theorem.
We conclude the paper by offering a result which is signature-dependent. An eigenvalue of a signed graphĠ is called main if there is an associated eigenvector not orthogonal to the all-1 vector j. Theorem 3.5. LetĠ be a r-regular signed graph with the all-positive signature, and consider a bi-orientation η such that the row sums of B η are zero. Then T (Ġ η ) has exactly 2 main eigenvalues: r and −2.
Proof. Under our assumptions, every block of (2) has a constant row sum given in the following (quotient) matrix Q = r 0 0 −2 .
The spectrum of Q contains the main part of the spectrum of T (Ġ η ). (The explicit proof can be found in [11] , but the reader can also consult [7, Chapter 4] or [1] .) By definition, every signed graph has at least one main eigenvalue. If T (Ġ η ) has exactly one main eigenvalue, then the eigenspace of any other is orthogonal to j, which implies that j is associated with the unique main eigenvalue, but this is impossible (for T (Ġ η ); observe Q). Therefore, both eigenvalues of Q are the main eigenvalues of T (Ġ η ), and we are done.
We remark that, under assumptions onĠ, if B η has a constant row sum, then this constant must be zero, since the column sum of B η is zero. Consequently, r must be even. Such oriented signed graphs can easily be constructed. Here is an example. Example 3.6. By taking a bipartite regular graph whose edge set is decomposable into the cycles and choosing a bi-orientation whose restriction on every cycle of a decomposition satisfies the assumption of Theorem 3.5, we arrive at a desired oriented signed graph. An example is illustrated in Fig. 2 . 
